
2,500 and 3,500rpm, with
commensurate improvements in
power output.

Historically reprogramming
has involved removing the
engine management computer
and replacing the original chip
with one containing the
enhanced fuelling program. In
the case of the X5 – as with
other BMW applications –
probing and altering the
program is a surprisingly
simple affair. The Superchips
engineers simply plug into the
engine’s diagnostic port to read
and adjust the programme
without having to lay a finger
on the computer itself. 

First the original program is
downloaded and written on to a
‘customer key’ microchip which
is retained by the car’s owner.
Then the power-boosting
program is written to the car’s
computer. If for any reason the
owner wishes to return the
car’s programming to normal,
for instance when selling the
car on, a quick visit to a

Superchips agent will quickly
have the original programme
from the customer key
rewritten to the ECU.

The rewriting process takes
around half an hour and costs
£350, plus a fitting fee and
VAT, bringing the total to
around £470. A run on the
rolling road shows the value of
rechipping, with a graphic
readout of the improvement,
along with confirmation that
the engine in this particular car
was actually delivering 189bhp
to start with, and more than
the expected torque, an already
beefy 358 lb ft at 1,995rpm.

After reprogramming, power
rose to 213bhp, accompanied by
a massive torque increase
throughout the rev range,
peaking at 426 lb ft at a lower
1,750rpm. Out on the highway
this bigger helping of punchy
low-rev power shows up in
easier acceleration, with much
livelier response, even with
gentle use of the accelerator.

The stopwatch quantified the

power boost, with the 0-60mph
time cut to 9.6 seconds, and
similar reductions in
overtaking times. 

In standard trim the
turbodiesel X5 surged from 
30-50mph in an already
impressive 4.4 seconds, while
the 50-70mph dash took 7.2
seconds. After reprogramming
the 30-50mph time fell to a
mere 3.6 seconds, the 50-70
time being cut to 6.4 seconds.

With the big acceleration
happening relatively low in the
rev range, it made little sense
to attempt to improve
acceleration by using the
manual function on the
Steptronic automatic
transmission. 

Though power peaks at over
4,400rpm, there seemed little
advantage in taking the engine
that high before shifting up
manually, given the snappy
acceleration achieved by the
automatic shifting up at just
over 4,000rpm under its own
electronic control. The

enhanced programme worked
well with the automatic box in
general driving, too. The bigger
low-rev torque ensured easy
acceleration in higher gears
without resorting to kickdown,
enabling the automatic to hold
higher gears up steep inclines.
This is also a recipe for a small
but welcome improvement in
fuel consumption if the extra
torque is used sensibly.

Any BMW using this engine,
as well as the smaller 2.0-litre
turbodiesel, can benefit from
the Superchips treatment,
while many others, including
the popular VAG TDI units,
can also be upgraded with a
straightforward change of 
ECU chip. 

To see if your car could
benefit from the Superchips
touch check its website at
www.superchips.co.uk
which, in many cases, contains
a dynamometer readout
showing exactly where the
torque improvement
happens.

T
here has always been
torque aplenty from
BMW’s smooth and lusty
3.0-litre, straight-six
turbodiesel, so much so

that even in the weighty X5 
off-roader it delivers
impressively lively
performance. It is hard to
believe that even with a
relatively small-capacity engine
the diesel X5 can notch up a
10.3-second 0-60mph getaway,
but a quick glance through 
the specifications of its
muscular off-road rivals shows
that the BMW six has more
gutsy torque than all but the

4.2-litre six in the mighty
Toyota Land Cruiser Amazon.

In the X5, the 2,926cc BMW
engine delivers the same
184bhp as it does in the 330d
saloon, but its 302 lb ft of
torque is slightly higher than
the 296 lb ft produced by the
193bhp version in the 530d.
That is an ideal arrangement in
a chunky vehicle like the X5,
where strong mid-range
acceleration is essential to keep
the car ahead of the bustle of
everyday traffic, while economy
remains important for long-
distance motorway cruising.

Almost ideal, that is. Though
the standard X5 3.0d is a lively
enough car, the superb
handling will inspire many an
enthusiastic driver to wish for a
little more urge under the
accelerator. While it is true
that the big, high-riding X5
feels a bit more cumbersome
than the 5 Series saloon, it is
surprisingly good fun to drive
hard along a sinuous country
road, where the permanent

four-wheel drive and good
weight distribution add up to
impressive cornering balance.
What a machine this would be
with over 200bhp on tap!

As it happens, that sort of
power is not hard to find. As
with many turbodiesel
applications, the power output
of an engine often has more to
do with taxation requirements
in key markets, not to mention
an odd tendency for many
manufacturers to hold back on
the performance of their 
oil-burners so as not to dent the
racy image of their 
petrol-powered range.

It is obvious that the
difference in performance
between the 184bhp and
193bhp versions of this motor is
largely down to variations in
the engine management
programme. Accessing and
revising such programmes is
the speciality of Buckingham-
based tuning firm Superchips,
whose electronics wizards are
masters at decoding the

complex instructions governing
the quantity and timing of
computer-controlled injection
systems and, where relevant,
the factors governing
turbocharger boost.

The Superchips tweak is by
no means as simplistic as
turning up the fuelling. The
original programme is
examined to see where
improvements can be made
without overloading the engine
or exceeding emissions limits.
Much of the improvement
comes from taking up ‘slack’
deliberately left by
manufacturers to allow for poor
maintenance or the use of 
low-quality fuels by penny-
pinching or negligent owners,
as well as smoothing the
fuelling program where the
mixture has deliberately been
made lean to give good results
in the complex official fuel
consumption cycle.

Typically, Superchips
treatment increases torque by
up to 30%, mainly between

BMW’s 3.0-litre diesel is already our favourite engine, but it is possible to make it even better. By Bob Cooke
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BMW X5 3.0d

Upgrade price: £470

2,926cc, 6-cyl, DI turbocharged

Max power: 213bhp at 4,400rpm

Max torque: 426 lb ft at 1,750rpm

Test fuel consumption: N/A

0-60mph: 9.6 secs

30-50mph (kickdown): 3.6 secs

50-70mph (kickdown): 6.4 secs
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‘This bigger helping
of low-rev punch

shows up in easier
acceleration and
livelier response’

Diesel

CAR

New fuelling program boosts the
X5’s torque to a thunping 426 lb ft


